SECRETIVE, ALL-CASH HOMELESS HAVE TO DIVOLVE WHO THEY ARE

BYE, BRINE
This year, how about turkey au jus instead? We’ve got pie tips, too
FOODDRINK

SECRETIVE, ALL-CASH HOMELESS HAVE TO DIVOLVE WHO THEY ARE

A community Thanksgiving

FOOTBALL AND A FEAST | For homeless people, the holiday can be particularly rough. Three Seattle South residents who know how they are going through are making it easier.

Barrett family — the latest faces

T here was a holiday in November 2017 in which Cortez Charles, 48, Annette Jones, 56, and Suzanne Parton, 57, each enjoyed a Christmas party with their families. But it also marked the beginning of the end for Charles, Jones, Parton and many others in their community.

On Thanksgiving night, the Seattle police officer who had been with the department for more than 2,000 hours was arrested on suspicion of punching a drunk, handcuffed woman in the face. The arrest prompted a police investigation, which in turn led to the city’s decision to fire him.
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